THE

SHRUNK OAK COLLECTION

SHRUNK Oak Collection is one-of-a-kind. SHRUNK oak floors show an untouched surface with natural
surface undulations and some random marks of a band saw. This unique surface is created through a
special way of drying or ‘shrinking’ directly after the freshly oak raw material is sawn at the mill. The
subtle aged look has a very organic touch. It feels soft and cozy and is characterized by beautifully
brushed 3D knots and cracks and some occasional end splits.

The SHRUNK OAK Collection is made up of 12 finishes and can be specified in plank, herringbone,
chevron, and some other decorative patterns and panels, with a bevel on all sides.
SHRUNK panels have a bevel around the outside of the panel only. All patterns have one tongue and
groove; For the panels loose tongues are supplied. SHRUNK oak can also be ordered brushed &
unfinished, ready for finishing. The high amount of wood tannins makes SHRUNK oak very suitable for
smoking and reactive coloring treatments.

DESIGN YOUR OWN SHRUNK OAK FLOOR
choose your pattern & dimension and pick one of our 12 shrunk finishes

PATTERNS & DIMENSIONS
Shrunk Oak Plank
Shrunk Oak Plank

16/4 x 190 x 600~2400 mm
16/4 x 220 x 600~2400 mm

Shrunk Oak Plank
Shrunk Oak Herringbone

16/4 x 260 x 600~2400 mm
16/4 x 140 x 700 mm (90º)

Shrunk Oak Chevron (45º)
Shrunk Oak Chevron (60º)
Shrunk Oak Panel ALHAMBRA

16/4 x 140 x 805 mm (45º)
16/4 x 140 x 840 mm (60º)
16/4 x 980 x 980 mm

Shrunk Oak Panel WINDSOR

16/4 x 980 x 980 mm

Shrunk Chevron (60º) is only available by special order. Minimum 200m2

GENERAL PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
-

Total thickness:
Top layer:
Bottom layer:

16 mm
4 mm European oak
12 mm waterproof birch plywood

-

Oak Grading:
Character: large knots, cracks, occasional end spits, some traces of sapwood.
Surface structure: Shrunk (natural height differences), random band saw marks, heavy brushed.
Edges:
micro bevels on all sides

-

T&G:

T&G on all sides

Panels
T&G:

all panels have a groove on 4 sides; Loose tongues are supplied

-

only around the perimeter of the panel. No bevels between the elements.

Bevel:

Other decorative patterns
-

T&G:

The patterns Cube, Mansion Weave and Severn have T&G and/or G&G at the ends at
4 sides; loose tongues are supplied

SHRUNK PLANK
-

Widths:
Lengths:

190 | 220 | 260 mm
600 - 2400 mm random

SHRUNK plank 190 mm, finished ‘Himalaya’

SHRUNK HERRINGBONE
-

Dimension:
T&G

140 x 700 mm
on 4 sides, 50% right + 50% left

SHRUNK herringbone ‘Alps’

SHRUNK herringbone ‘Patagonia'

SHRUNK CHEVRON 45º
-

Dimensions:

140 x 805 mm

-

T&G:

on 4 sides, 50% right + 50% left

Chevron, ‘Custom finish’

SHRUNK PANELS
-

Dimensions:
T&G:

980 x 980 mm
all panels have a groove on 4 sides; Loose tongues are supplied

-

Bevel:

only around the perimeter of the panel. No bevels between the elements!

Panel ALHAMBRA ‘Sierra Nevada’

Panel WINDSOR 'Alps'

OTHER SHRUNK DECORATIVE PATTERNS
-

T&G:

tiles have T&G and/or G&G at the ends at 4 sides; loose tongues are supplied

-

Bevel:
Installation:

on all sides
Full glue installation is prescribed!

CUBE
-

Dimensions:

190 x 219 mm

This picture shows smooth surface

MANSION WEAVE
Dimensions:

190 x 289 mm as per drawing

This picture shows smooth surface

SEVERIN
Dimensions:

140 x 323 mm, or
190 x 439 mm as per drawing

custom colour

SHRUNK OAK - TRENDING FINISHES

Patagonia (unfinished look)

Rockies

Atlas

Ural

Pyrenees

Caucasus

Appalachian

Andes

Drakensberg

Himalaya (natural oiled)

Sierra Nevada

Alps

